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NOTES OF JUDGE R J EARWAKER ON SENTENCING

 

 

[1] For a number of reasons this sentencing has been a bit of a long time coming 

but we are now here today for you to be sentenced on a total of what is now 

17 charges, the most serious of which, in my view, is the perjury charge.  In addition 

to the perjury charge you face six charges of using a document.  There are also six 

theft charges, three breach of bail charges and one charge of breach of community 

work.   

[2] The using a document charges are the earliest in terms of dates and the 

accepted facts are referred to in the summary of facts.  It seems that in June 2014 a 

chequebook for a women’s fellowship general account was posted to the treasurer’s 

address.  It was never received by the intended recipient.  On 7 July 2014 you went 

to an ASB Bank where you successfully cashed one of those cheques from the 



 

 

Manukau PC Women’s Fellowship general account valued at $200.  The next day, 

8 July, you went to the ASB Bank, again successfully cashed another one of those 

cheques to the value of $200.  On 29 September 2014, you successfully cashed 

another one of those cheques.  30 September, again successfully cashed another one 

of those cheques for $60.  1 October 2014, you approached a bank teller and 

produced a cheque in your name for the same general account to the value of $300 

along with your driver’s licence but you were declined the money and that day you 

left the bank.   

[3] So, in terms of the other ones, on 14 January 2015 you were at the ASB Bank 

in Manukau.  Again you produced a cheque, the same account, $50, along with your 

driver’s licence.  You were denied the money.  You then went to a Countdown and 

removed various items of meat, concealed them in a blue chill bag, a plastic bag, and 

left and you were apprehended a short time later.  You had $184 worth of property.  It 

was actually after the January 2015 offending that the charges were laid relating to 

the earlier using a document charges because that was when they were discovered, 

and the other five using a document charges were laid.   

[4] An aggravating factor is that on 27 November 2014 you had been sentenced 

to six months’ home detention for charges of theft, breach of community work, using 

forged documents and shoplifting, so accordingly there was offending on bail and the 

charges in January 2015 were committed also while subject to a sentence of 

home detention.  You next appeared in Court on 26 May 2015 where you were facing 

the allegation of breach of your home detention conditions.  It does not appear that 

any charges were laid at that time but Community Probation were opposing your 

bail.   

[5] You were on that date represented by a duty solicitor.  The duty solicitor, in 

accordance with your instructions, indicated that you were the mother of 

three children and had a two week old newborn at home.  This was part of the 

grounds put forward justifying being admitted to bail.  Community Probation did not 

accept that you had given birth to a child two weeks earlier.  Judge Rogers, who was 

presiding, wanted the matter clarified.  She specifically told the duty solicitor to 

caution you on the consequences of any false evidence and the Judge said that she 



 

 

would anticipate the charge of perverting the course of justice would be laid if false 

evidence was given, so there were very clear warnings given to you in the 

courtroom. 

[6] The Judge required you to give evidence in support of the bail application.  

The Judge actually said that, and this is from the transcript, “Yes, thank you, she can 

be sworn in or take the affirmation and give evidence.  Ms Kiel has an appalling 

history and if I am going to believe this I want to know she understands she is giving 

this as sworn testimony and she can be prosecuted if she misleads the Court.”  So 

again there was that warning but despite that clear warning you gave evidence on 

oath that you had a home birth on 10 May 2015, some two weeks earlier, with the 

assistance of a midwife.  You had said that you then went to hospital and were 

discharged on 12 May 2015.  That evidence was false, as you had never had a baby 

on 10 May 2015, but on the strength of that false evidence the Judge granted you bail 

which of course was your intention to get bail that day. 

[7] The Judge did direct an investigation and, on 6 October, you were 

interviewed and admitted that you had lied.  You said you had lied on oath because 

you knew that you were not going to get bail that day so, again, this was an offence 

that was committed whilst you were on bail.   

[8] In addition there is further offending.  On 4 July 2015 there is shoplifting 

from New World in Papatoetoe, grocery items.  You were again charged and given 

bail.  On 2 August 2015, you stole items from Kmart in Papatoetoe, children’s toys.  

You were again granted bail.  On 8 October you were at Liquorland in Great South 

Road.  Whilst at the store you stole an iPhone belonging to an employee.  You sold it 

to Cash Converters for $100 and it was valued at $1200.   

[9] Despite your full admission to the detective in respect of the perjury 

allegation, you defended the charge before me and in a reserved decision I found you 

guilty and clearly, Ms Kauwhata, there was no defence to that charge.  You had 

admitted it.  Now, I take on board the points that Mr Nairn raised about you were 

entitled to run procedural and technical matters but the reality is you still instructed 

your counsel to proceed and it was inevitable you were going to be found guilty 



 

 

because there just simply was no defence to that charge.  It was only at that point, 

when you were found guilty on 16 September 2016, that you pleaded guilty to all of 

the other dishonesty charges that have been referred to.  You had previously declined 

sentence indications relating to them.  

[10] You were due to be sentenced on 8 November 2016 but you failed to appear 

and a warrant was issued for your arrest. You were ultimately arrested on 

3 December and remanded in custody.  There have been a number of remands since 

then and again on 1 February 2017 you were due to be sentenced but there was no 

pre-sentence report relating to the suitability of home detention and Mr Nairn also 

sought an opportunity to put in written submissions which I have now received and 

considered together with the police submissions. 

[11] Now, on the date of 1 February there were some additional wash-up charges; 

there were three breach of bail charges for 23 June 2016, 10 October 2016, 

8 November 2016 and there were also two further theft charges, theft of a hard drive 

from a library on 28 June 2016 and theft of products from New World on 3 

September 2016 which you have now also pleaded guilty to.  There was also a 

charge of breach of community work which you pleaded guilty to and that relates to 

the period September 2016.  You had been sentenced on 27 July 2016 to 300 hours’ 

community work of which you have only completed 5.5 hours so you have 294.5 

hours remaining and I am asked by Community Probation to cancel that sentence 

and to re-sentence you.   

[12] Now I note, Ms Kauwhata, you had an opportunity to deal with a good deal 

of these charges in the sentence indication hearing in December 2015 when the 

matter was before Judge Andrée Wiltens.  There seems to be some confusion as to 

precisely what you were seeking in terms of that sentence indication and Mr Nairn 

on your behalf disputes that you were seeking a sentence indication on the perjury 

charge but what I have noted in the record is that on the 12 charges, including the 

perjury, a sentence indication was sought.  Judge Andrée Wiltens on all matters 

indicated a starting point of 3 years’ imprisonment with some discount for pleas and 

that indication was not accepted.   



 

 

[13] The charges that you received your 300 hours’ community work on 

27 July 2016 were three charges of breach of home detention conditions and it 

appears that even on that occasion when you pleaded to those three charges in 

July 2016 you did not take the opportunity to plead to the other charges you faced at 

the time.  Now the reason I am mentioning that, Ms Kauwhata, is that your counsel 

is seeking what he calls in his submissions a generous discount for your pleas of 

guilty but of course I need to stress that they came relatively late in the piece and 

therefore the credit I can give you is limited.   

[14] You have a list of previous convictions going back to 2001 including 

convictions for giving false details, theft, a number of those, use of forged 

documents and 18 charges of taking, obtaining or using a document for pecuniary 

advantage.  You have in the past received sentences of community work and 

home detention but not imprisonment.  I note that you have numerous convictions 

for failing to answer bail, seven of those, breach of community work, four of those, 

and breach of home detention, three of those. 

[15] The pre-sentence reports do not provide me with a lot of information and I 

have sought further information from your counsel this morning.  It only talks about, 

in the report of 25 January, of one child you have who is eight years old and is 

currently presumably, according to the report, looked after by your adult sisters.  It 

had been proposed you were going to live at an address which, it seems, you are the 

tenant for but there is not the consent of the occupants, nor do I have enough 

information relating to that address which is deemed to be unsuitable. So the 

recommendation of the report is imprisonment and the reality is there is no address 

available for home detention, even if I were to get it to that end sentence. 

[16] Police have treated the perjury as the lead offence and suggest a starting point 

of between two and a half to three years’ imprisonment with an uplift of between 

six and nine months for the dishonesty offences with a discount for those offences of 

between 10 and 15 percent for a relatively late plea.  They also seek an uplift for 

your previous convictions.  It is not entirely clear what Mr Nairn suggests as a 

starting point in his submissions but ultimately advocates for a sentence where 

home detention would be available and, just to advise you, Ms Kauwhata, that would 



 

 

mean a sentence of 24 months or less for home detention to be available if there was 

a suitable address.   

[17] So having given that background, because I said there is quite a journey for 

you getting here to be sentenced today, I now look at the purposes and principles of 

sentencing.  I am required to hold you accountable for the harm done to the victims 

and the community, to promote in you a sense of responsibility and 

acknowledgement for that harm, to denounce the conduct in which you were 

involved and to deter you and other persons from committing the same or similar 

offences, but I am also required to assist in your rehabilitation and reintegration.  As 

to the principles, I must look at the gravity of the offending, take into account the 

seriousness of this type of offence in comparison with other offences, take into 

account the general desirability of consistency and impose the least restrictive 

outcome.   

[18] So, I need to now fix a starting point and for that I take the lead offence of 

perjury and I have taken into account the authorities that the police have referred me 

to in their submissions.  The prosecution say that the aggravating features are that the 

perjury was conscious, deliberate and premeditated and resulted in you avoiding 

being remanded in custody.  While I accept that it was deliberate on your part I am 

inclined to think the perjury was not premeditated in the usual sense but arose out of 

more, I detect from looking through the material, a sense of panic and a desire to 

avoid being remanded in custody because that seemed to be clear.  You had not been 

in prison before but it seems that you did have children you were caring for at home.  

Well, I am not entirely sure what the nature of that relationship was or why other 

people could not care for them, but you chose to lie rather than be truthful about your 

situation and that is something which has had serious consequences for you. 

[19] So, while I accept that it was not premeditated in the normal sense of the 

word, you deliberately got into the witness box having been warned by the Judge 

twice and also warned by your duty solicitor that if you lied on oath you would face 

an investigation and further charges but in the end you still got up and chose to lie on 

oath and ignore that warning.  There is no tariff for this type of offending because 

there is such a wide range of possible circumstances.  The cases that have been 



 

 

referred to me tend to range from two and a half years to four years’ imprisonment 

but those cases that have been referred to me, in my view, involve more serious 

situations and are not entirely comparable to your situation.   

[20] For example, R v Kennedy
1
 involves a sentencing for perjury and fraud 

offences where the perjury involved filing of an affidavit which contained untruths 

and although the defendant did not obtain direct personal benefit the offending 

caused significant loss to the Ministry of Health.  The Court there adopted a 

principle of a starting point of two and a half years on a totality principle.  The 

R v Wilkinson
2
 case involved a trial of an associate on serious drug offences so that is 

not really comparable.  The R v Mackie
3
 case, again, involved a fellow gang member 

who was acquitted of a charge because of the perjury and that was a starting point of 

four years.  Those cases, in my view, are not comparable to yours.   

[21] A more comparable case that I was able to locate was the case of 

R v Puea Betham
4
.  Now that was a case where the defendant was appearing for 

breaching a curfew residence condition.  He claimed on oath that he was away from 

home because he had taken his son to hospital.  He was granted bail on this 

evidence.  That was actually not true and Judge Barry referred to the offending as a 

clumsy decision to lie on oath despite having been given legal advice as to 

consequences and a lie over a relatively minor matter.  It was noted that it was not 

the sort of perjury that was aimed at securing acquittal or deflecting blame and in 

that case the Judge adopted a starting point of one year and six months.   

[22] I consider that this case is more serious than that one, though, given the fact 

that you were warned specifically by not only the duty lawyer but the Judge twice 

and that still, despite that warning, you got up and you gave evidence which was 

false. Looking at the importance of the situation, the fact that you were lying to 

secure bail, I consider that an appropriate starting point is 22 months’ imprisonment.   

                                                 
1
 R v Kennedy HC Gisborne T2002-016-280327, 11 June 2004 

2
 R v Wilkinson CA277/04, 16 December 2004 

3
 R v Mackie (1998) 16 CRNZ 248 

4
 R v Puea Betham [2015] NZDC 14349 



 

 

[23] There is no discount available for plea as you took the matter to a defended 

hearing, as we have already discussed.  As to the dishonesty offending, that is 

something that went on for quite a period of time, particularly the ones using the 

chequebook.  There does need to be an uplift for that offending and in considering 

that uplift I need to look at the totality principle, to stand back and look at what total 

sentence is appropriate, and in my view, having considered that, I consider an uplift 

of eight months is appropriate for the charges of using a document, theft and 

breaches of bail which takes us then to a starting point of 30 months.   

[24] I would also impose an uplift for offending whilst on bail and also for your 

previous offences which would be four months for the total, so in terms of that uplift 

it would be 12 months’ imprisonment but I am prepared to give you a discount on 

that offending, that specific offending.  You do not get a discount for the perjury, but 

there will be a 15 percent discount for the other charges, given that the pleas were 

late.  That is a relatively generous discount but it takes into account your willingness 

to do restorative justice which was not able to occur, so that is a reduction of two 

months which gives a total sentence of 32 months’ imprisonment. 

[25] Now I also cancel the sentence of community work of effectively 300 hours 

and impose in its place a sentence of one month which brings me to an end 

sentence of 33 months’ imprisonment. I would also impose six months’ post-

detention conditions as recommended in the report of 22 February 2017.   

[26] So practically, given the range of your charges, practically the sentence 

would look like this and that is, as I have said, taking into account the totality of the 

offending over the period of time, so the perjury, there would be a sentence of two 

years and nine months which, as I have said, reflects the totality.  The using a 

document charges, there would be a concurrent sentence of 12 months’ 

imprisonment. On the theft charges that carry the seven years’ maximum, a 

concurrent sentence of 12 months’ imprisonment.  On the theft charges that carry 

three months, a concurrent sentence of one month’s imprisonment.  On the breach of 

bail charges (there are three of those), a concurrent sentence of two months’ 

imprisonment. Then on the breach of community work charge, a one month 



 

 

concurrent sentence of imprisonment and the sentence of community work is 

cancelled. 

[27] So, the total sentence then is two years and nine months’ imprisonment and 

there will be six months’ post-release conditions and they are those set out in the 

report.  The special conditions are those set out in the report; to attend an assessment 

for departmental programmes as directed by the probation officer, to attend and 

complete any counselling, treatment or programme as recommended by the 

assessment as directed by and to the satisfaction of the probation officer, to 

undertake and complete any appropriate assessment, treatment, counselling as 

directed by and to the satisfaction of the probation officer.   

ADDENDUM 

Sorry to bring you back but what I realised when I sentenced you is that what I 

sought to impose was post-release conditions but, of course, I cannot do that when 

the sentence is more than 24 months imprisonment.  It is automatically done by  

Community Probation, so my intentions were good, to try and get some release 

conditions to get some programmes for you but,  because it is more than 24 months, 

I cannot do that.  That will automatically be done when you are released, so I 

brought you into Court again to tell you that, to say that part of the sentence cannot 

be imposed.  The sentence is two years, nine months, being the end result without 

any release conditions, so I have corrected my reasons for that. 

 

 

R J Earwaker 

District Court Judge 


